WELCOME TO MY COUNTRY
BANGLADESH

A tourist guide by NILAY
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HERE IS A MAP OF MY COUNTRY

This is my
hometown : Chittagong.
HERE IS THE OFFICIAL LANGUAGE OF MY COUNTRY

… In my country we speak

Bangali

POPULATION…
… In my country there are about 160 000 000 inhabitants.
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POLITICAL REGIME…
… My country is a unitary parliamentary democracy…

RULER…
… My country is ruled by a president, his name is Zillur Rahman, the
prime minister is Sheikh Hasina (a female Prime Minister). Z. Rahman is
the 19th president.and he started ruling the country in February 2009

RELIGION
… The official religion of my country is ISLAM (91.35%). Most people in
Bangladesh practice Sufism. A significant percentage of the population
adheres to Hinduism (7.65%). The majority of Muslims are Sunni, although a
small number are Twelver Shias or Shias.
… Bangladesh is the fourth largest Muslim populated state after Indonesia,
Pakistan and India.

ECONOMY
… Bangladesh is one of world's producers of rice (4th), potato(11th ),
mango(9th) , pineapple(16th) , tropical fruit (4th) , onion(16), banana(17th) ,
jute(2nd) , tea(11th) fish (hilsa fish)

GEOGRAPHY
… My country is by the sea and near India. There are many hills as well.
There are also beaches. There is one big forest. There are rivers: the Ganges
(local name Padma or Pôdda), Brahmaputra (Jamuna or Jomuna also known as
"Yamuna"), and Meghna rivers. It is
very mild in my country.
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Bangladeshi climate is tropical with a mild winter from October to March, and a
hot, humid summer from March to June.
A major part of the coastline is a marshy jungle, the Sundarbans, the largest
mangrove forest in the world and home to diverse flora and fauna, including

the Royal Bengal Tiger.

… Bangladesh is FAMOUS for these LANDSCAPES!

FAMOUS PLACES

…
If
you go to Bangladesh you have to
visit…

1. Cox's bazar
2. Sriti Showdo
3. Shohid Minar
4. Rangamati
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TYPICAL VEGETATION
… If you walk around natural landscapes you have to come across…
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The national flower of the country is water lily, which is known as Shapla. The
national fruit is jackfruit (Artocarpus heterophyllus), which in Bengali is known
as Kathal. In late 2010, the Bangladeshi government selected the Mango tree
as the national tree.
TYPICAL ANIMALS
… Don't miss these animals that come from my country…

Royal Bengal tiger
Doyel
TYPICAL DRESSING
… If you attend traditional events, this is how natives will be dressed…

TRADITIONAL FOOD
… You really have to taste this typical dish…
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TRADITIONAL MUSIC
… Don't leave the country without seeing tradition dances, instruments and
Musicians…
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